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Racing with Roger Penske
2022-08-31

auto racing legend roger penske began as a successful sportscar driver before transitioning to owning a race team and opening a car
dealership within eight years team penske won the indianapolis 500 today the team boasts more than 580 victories including an unparalleled
18 indianapolis 500 wins and two at the daytona 500 penske s efforts on the track have been intertwined with his business ventures penske
corporation with 32 billion in revenues includes penske truck leasing and rentals retail automotive centers and logistics in 2019 he bought
the indianapolis motor speedway and related assets including indycar and led both through the coronavirus pandemic when racing continued
with no fans in the stands this book chronicles more than 50 years of roger penske s racing history with an overview of his business career
including the turnaround of detroit diesel

Reservoir Quality of Clastic and Carbonate Rocks
2018-06-18

reservoir quality is studied using a wide range of similar techniques in both sandstones and carbonates sandstone and carbonate reservoir
quality both benefit from the study of modern analogues and experiments but modelling approaches are currently quite different for these
two types of reservoirs there are many common controls on sandstone and carbonate reservoir quality but also distinct differences due
primarily to mineralogy numerous controversies remain including the question of oil inhibition the key control on pressure solution and
geochemical flux of material to or from reservoirs this collection of papers contains case study based examples of sandstone and carbonate
reservoir quality prediction as well as modern analogue outcrop analogue modelling and advanced analytical approaches

SEC Docket
2015

this book introduces the integrated management concept of sustainable value creation which delivers sustainability inside out from the core
business it is based on the premise that sustainability can provide a platform for growth if it is implemented in a company s products
services and supply chains combined also known as the value chain managing the value chain from the outset with a sustainability mindset
subsequently allows profitable economical ecological and societal growth it combines the need for increased sustainability and its
implementation in the operations of a company the book addresses the following issues how do economic environmental and societal factors
impact the value creation process of a company what requirements and expectations need to be met to balance economic ecologic and societal
value creation what are the building blocks and measures that can be utilized on the journey towards building a sustainable value chain
what benefits can be achieved through sustainable value chains what are the practical examples of sustainable value chains in leading
companies that can inspire others to follow the book includes contributions from the following organisations and companies beiersdorf sap
klenk und hoursch vaude infineon technologies independent capital management basf nanogate the federal german council for sustainable
development henkel symrise shared value chain siemens fairphone and thin air factory
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Federal Register
2013-06

this book provides an overview of the tropical marine environments of brazil and a multi disciplinary assessment of the impact of ongoing
climate change in these environments these changes will affect physical biological and biogeochemical characteristics of coastal zones and
oceans modifying their ecological structure their functions and the various services provided to humans and have the potential of causing
severe socioeconomic impacts in local coastal zone regional continental shelf and shallow seas and global ocean scales the tropical brazil
presents a unique opportunity to evaluate how spatial and temporal heterogeneity influences the response and resilience of marine
environments to climate changes this region comprises the main reef constructions of the western south atlantic ocean the majority of the
brazilian deltas one of the longest mangrove areas of the world a very narrow and shallow continental shelf extreme variations in sediment
and nutrient flows as well as undeniable importance in transferring heat and mass between hemispheres

Sustainable Value Chain Management
2015-02-28

the internet has enabled the convergence of all things information related this book provides essential foundational knowledge of the
application of internet and web technologies in the information and library professions internet technologies and information services
second edition is a vital asset to students preparing for careers in library and information science and provides expanded coverage to
important new developments while still covering internet foundations in addition to networking the internet html web design web programming
xml and web searching this new edition covers additional topics such as cloud computing content management systems ebook technologies
mobile technologies and applications relational database management systems rdms open source software and virtual private networking it
also provides information on virtualization and related systems including desktop virtualization systems with clear and simple explanations
the book helps students form a solid basic it knowledge that prepares them for more advanced studies in technology it supplies an
introductory history of the internet and an examination of current trends with specific emphasis on how online information access affects
the lis fields author joseph b miller msls explains internet protocols and current broadband connectivity options internet security issues
and steps to take to block threats building the web with markup languages programming and content management systems and elements of
information access on the web content formats information retrieval and internet search

Tropical Marine Environments of Brazil
2023-03-27

c s lewis long renowned for his children s books as well as his christian apologetics has been the subject of wide interest since he first
stepped up to the bbc s microphone during the second world war until now however the reasons why this medievalist began writing books for a
popular audience and why these books have continued to be so popular had not been fully explored in fact lewis who once described himself
as by nature an extreme anarchist was a critical controversialist in his time and not to everyone s liking yet somehow lewis s books
directed at children and middlebrow christians have continued to resonate in the decades since his death in 1963 stephanie l derrick
considers why this is the case and why it is more true in america than in lewis s home country of britain the story of c s lewis s fame is
one that takes us from his childhood in edwardian belfast to the height of international conflict during the 1940s to the rapid expansion
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of the paperback market and on to readers experiences in the 1980s and 1990s and finally to london in november 2013 where lewis was
honoured with a stone in poet s corner in westminster abbey derrick shows that in fact the author himself was only one actor among many
shaping a multi faceted image the fame of c s lewis is the most comprehensive account of lewis s popularity to date drawing on a wealth of
fresh material and with much to interest scholars and c s lewis admirers alike

Internet Technologies and Information Services
2014-08-26

health research and health care practice are radically transforming as governments invest more in large scale national and international
health projects with increasing levels of interdisciplinarity as populations age and as nations grow wealthier this volume examines the
structures and dynamics of scientific collaboration in health research and health care bringing together detailed research from the us
canada europe and japan collaboration across health research and medical care sheds light on the features environments and relationships
that characterise collaboration in health care and research exploring changing patterns of collaboration and examining the causes and
consequences of team work in the health domain with attention to the increasingly porous boundaries between health care and research the
book not only investigates research settings but also considers the manner in which knowledge produced in laboratories and clinics is
translated into day to day medical and care practice and health initiatives it offers a rich examination of the political technical and
organisational facets of collaboration and the implications of changes in collaboration for every day treatment and practice collaboration
across health research and medical care will be of interest to scholars of sociology and science and technology studies as well as those
working in the field of health policy and research

The Fame of C. S. Lewis
2018-07-19

as the ubiquitous jamaican musician bob marley once famously sang half the story has never been told this rings particularly true for the
little known women in jamaican music who comprise significantly less than half of the caribbean nation s musical landscape this book covers
the female contribution to jamaican music and its subgenres through dozens of interviews with vocalists instrumentalists bandleaders
producers deejays and supporters of the arts relegated to marginalized spaces these pioneering women fought for their claim to the
spotlight amid oppressive conditions to help create and shape jamaica s musical heritage

Collaboration across Health Research and Medical Care
2016-03-03

presenting a brand new approach to teaching consumer behaviour szmigin and piacentini move beyond traditional psychological learning to
acknowledge more holistic perspectives of consumer behaviour and incorporate new areas of research such as consumer culture theory which
are enhancing ourunderstanding of this fascinating subject the latest behavioural psychological and sociological approaches are presented
alongside emerging techniques such as neuromarketing with their application to marketing explicitly drawn out theory is firmly set in
context for students through extensive use of international examples and extended cases on topics such as repertoire shopping in china
lifestyles of indian consumers and learning about brands through havaianas in brazil each chapter includes consumer insights covering
topics such as social media marketing in the netherlands repositioning lucozade in the uk and finding the right celebrity endorser these
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features bring together the themes discussed and encourage students to engage with the material on a morepractical level central to the
book is the recognition of how businesses and government are likely to use knowledge of these theories and techniques in marketing
strategies and business decision making each chapter includes a practitioner insight from a professional working in marketing advertising
government ora charity including dubit thinkbox and age uk to provide real world views on the topics being discussed and the possible
future direction of these areas the authors acknowledge consumer behaviour as a research discipline to reflect this research insights
features throughout each chapter include links to seminal papers to present students with the opportunity to take their learning further
the accompanying online resource centre provides superior ready to use support for both students and lecturers for students author blog
responding to changes within the subject and supporting the currency of the textbook links illustrating consumer behaviour in practice
including examples from print video and web multiple choice questions with instant feedback links to seminal articles as highlighted in the
research insights feature exercises to encourage students to test their knowledge and apply their learning flashcard glossary to test
understanding of key terms for lecturers comprehensive customizable powerpoint slides learning activities including more detailed workshop
based activities shorter lecture based in class exercises and suggestions for assessment approaches an instructor s manual containing
guidance on how to use the case studies and practitioner insights in class indicative answers and some additional questions

Women in Jamaican Music
2020-05-26

words are everywhere in the museum amidst all the visual exhibits and in many non exhibition areas swarm a host of words talking to a vast
swath of people in ways that visuals cannot signage at the information desk brochures exhibition videos guided tours membership materials
apps and store labels in a multi screen world where information explodes in every corner of the field of vision clarity comes from the
presence of words among the feast of visuals helping contemporary audiences feel at home research bears out the need for a range of
learning tools and it s not just visitors who benefit from verbal cues donors educators community partners and volunteers will all engage
more effectively with the museum that explains its brand mission with good writing whether written by administrators staffers freelancers
or interns words are delivered by people in your museums with the knowledge that they will be interpreted by strangers your story is told
everywhere and with each narration it reinforces your brand hopefully every single word reflects your brand each chapter tells how to put
into words the stories you need to tell including blogs brochures exhibition videos guided tour scripts collateral programming talks
marketing plans proposals to community partners public relations releases social media solicitation letters surveys volunteer
communications website if you ever wished for a good writer right on staff ready to take on project major or routine here s the help you re
looking for

Consumer Behaviour
2014-11-06

this thoroughly updated third edition of an artech house bestseller brings together a team of leading experts providing a current and
comprehensive treatment of global navigation satellite systems gnss that readers won t find in other resources packed with brand new
material this third edition includes new chapters on the system engineering details of gps european galileo system chinese beidou systems
glonass and regional systems such as quasi zenith satellite system qzss and navigation with indian constellation navic readers also find
new coverage of gnss receivers disruptions errors stand alone gnss performance differential and precise point positioning this single
source reference provides both a quick overview of gnss essentials and an in depth treatment of advanced topics and explores all the latest
advances in technology applications and systems readers are guided in the development of new applications and on how to evaluate their
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performance it explains all the differential gnss services available to help decide which is best for a particular application the book
discusses the integration of gnss with other sensors and network assistance readers learn how to build gnss receivers and integrate them
into navigational and communications equipment moreover this unique volume helps determine how technology is affecting the marketplace and
where best to invest in a company s resources

Writing for Museums
2014-10-06

think tanks are often thought of as a uniquely us phenomenon although the largest concentration of think tanks is in the united states they
can be found in virtually every country often overlooked canada s think tanks represent a highly diverse and eclectic group of public
policy organizations such as the canadian centre for policy alternatives the c d howe institute the fraser institute and the mowat centre
among others in northern lights donald abelson explores the rise of think tanks in canada and addresses many of the most commonly asked
questions about how and under what circumstances they are able to affect public opinion and public policy he identifies the ways in which
canadian think tanks often prioritize political advocacy over policy research and seeks to explain why these organizations are well suited
and equipped to shape the discourse around key policy issues the first comprehensive examination of think tanks in canada northern lights
is both a primer for those looking to understand the role and function of think tanks in the policy making process and a guide to the
leading policy institutes in the country

Understanding GPS/GNSS: Principles and Applications, Third Edition
2017-05-31

this book examines the role of artists in egypt during the 2011 revolution when street art from graffiti to political murals became
ubiquitous facets of revolutionary spaces through interviews personal testimonies and accounts of the lived experience of 25 street artists
the book explores the meaning of art in revolutionary political contexts specifically by focusing on artistic production during liminal
moments as the events of the egyptian revolution unfolded the author privileges the perspective of the actors themselves to examine the
ways that artists reacted to events and conceived of their art as means to further the goals of the revolution based on fieldwork conducted
in the years since 2011 the book provides a narrative of egyptian artists participation in and representations of the revolution from
hopeful beginnings to the subsequent crackdown and election of al sisi

Northern Lights
2016-11-01

this timely book investigates the dynamic causes key forms potential risks and changing regulation of shadow banking in china topics
discussed include p2p lending wealth management products local government debts and the underground lending market taking policy
considerations into account the author provides a comprehensive analysis of the regulatory instruments tackling the systemic risks in
relation to china s shadow banking sector central bank s role interest rate formation mechanism exchange rate reform and further deepening
reform of the regulatory regime and financial markets are also thoroughly discussed in the context of china s continuing financial reform
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Revolutionary Art and Politics in Egypt
2023-01-26

washington s strategic pivot to asia and beijing s pursuit of new strategic and security interests in the region have led to increasing
tensions between the two powers us leaders have stressed that their increased interest in asia is driven by a desire to benefit from the
thriving regional economies as well as to play the leading role in maintaining peace and stability in the region however beijing is
particularly concerned about us efforts to consolidate its alliances and deepen security partnerships with a number of regional states
given the centrality of the two powers to the strategic stability and economic development of the region these new dynamics in us china
relations must be properly understood and appropriately handled this book examines the growing sino us strategic rivalry in the asia
pacific alongside the strategies employed in the management of this relationship in turn it illuminates the sources of conflict and
cooperation in us china relations looking specifically at maritime disputes economic relations energy security non traditional security
defence and strategic forces and taiwan finally it explores the role of regional states in shaping us china relations and in doing so
covers the influence of japan india the korean peninsula the philippines vietnam myanmar and cambodia with chapters from leading scholars
and analysts this book deals with a diverse range of issues including strategic rivalry expanding regional trade relations non traditional
security issues the role of energy security maritime security and how asian states view their relations with the us and china respectively
new dynamics in us china relations will be of huge interest to students and scholars of asian politics us politics international relation
and security studies as well as practitioners involved in framing and implementing foreign security and economic policy pertaining to the
asia pacific

Shadow Banking in China
2016-07-27

command and control c2 is the set of organizational and technical attributes and processes by which an enterprise marshals and employs
human physical and information resources to solve problems and accomplish missions c2 re envisioned the future of the enterprise identifies
four interrelated megatrends that are individually and collectively shaping the state of the art and practice of c2 as well as the mission
challenges we face these megatrends the book examines are big problems manifested in part as increasing complexity of both endeavors and
enterprises as military establishments form coalitions with each other and partnerships with various civilian agencies and non governmental
organizations robustly networked environments enabled by the extremely broad availability of advanced information and communications
technologies ict that place unprecedented powers of information creation processing and distribution in the hands of almost anyone who
wants them friend and foe alike ubiquitous data the unprecedented volumes of raw and processed information with which human actors and c2
systems must contend organizational alternatives as decentralized net enabled approaches to c2 have been made more feasible by technology
the book analyzes historical examples and experimental evidence to determine the critical factors that make c2 go wrong and how to get it
right successful enterprises in the future will be those that can reconfigure their approaches in an agile manner offering fresh
perspectives on this subject of critical importance this book provides the understanding you will need to choose your organizational
approaches to suit the mission and the conditions at hand

New Dynamics in US-China Relations
2014-10-17
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every year the british government spends 80 billion outsourcing public services today private companies are responsible for fulfilling some
of the most sensitive and important roles of the state running prisons and providing healthcare transport legal aid even child protection
these organizations have been handed enormous amounts of power and yet for the most part they operate with no transparency or
accountability from deportations to nhs cutbacks alan white exposes what goes wrong when the invisible hand of the market is introduced
into public services informed by exclusive interviews with senior managers campaigners and whistle blowers shadow state is the first book
to examine the controversial phenomenon of government outsourcing not only does white provide the full story behind scandals involving g4s
serco and atos but he also reveals previously unknown cases of system failure in areas such as social care welfare and justice the picture
that develops is deeply troubling

Daily Graphic
2014-09-19

nursing practice is the essential textbook to support you throughout your entire nursing degree from your first year onwards it explores
all the clinical and professional issues that you need to know in one complete volume written in the context of the latest nursing and
midwifery council standards for pre registration nursing education and the essential skills clusters this book covers all fields of nursing
adult child mental health learning disabilities and also maternity care in both acute and community settings with full colour illustrations
and plenty of activities and user friendly features throughout this evidence based text encompasses essential nursing theory and practice
providing students with information to support their success learning features in the book include hear it from the experts tips and advice
from real life nurses patients and their carers and student nurses red flags alerting the student to potential dangers primary care
considerations informs students about care issues in the community setting fields boxes giving further insight into other fields of nursing
making the book relevant to all fields of nursing practice medicines management boxes provide key information about medicines self
assessment and activities throughout a companion website to this title is available at wileynursingpractice com here you ll find a range of
resources for both the student and the lecturer including over 350 interactive multiple choice questions flashcards glossary links to
references and further reading illustrations from the book worksheets

C2 Re-envisioned
2014-12-08

from an award winning political journalist the story of how lgbt activists pushed obama to embrace gay rights transforming his presidency
in the process gay rights has been a defining progressive issue of barack obama s presidency congress repealed don t ask don t tell in 2010
with his strong support and in 2011 he instructed his justice department to stop defending the defense of marriage act helping to pave the
way for a series of supreme court decisions that ultimately legalized same sex marriage nationwide this rapid succession of victories is
astonishing by any measure and is especially incredible considering that when obama first took office he like many politicians still viewed
gay rights as politically toxic in 2008 for instance he opposed full marital rights for same sex couples calling marriage a sacred union
between a man and a woman it wasn t until 2012 in the heat of his reelection campaign that obama finally embraced marriage equality in don
t tell me to wait former advocate reporter kerry eleveld shows that obama s transformation from cautious gradualist to gay rights champion
was the result of intense pressure from lesbian gay bisexual and transgender activists these men and women changed the conversation issue
by issue pushing the president and the country toward greater freedom for lgbt americans drawing on years of research and reporting eleveld
tells the dramatic story of the fight for gay rights in america detailing how activists pushed the president to change his mind turned the
tide of political opinion and set the nation on course to finally embrace lgbt americans as full citizens of this country with
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unprecedented access and unparalleled insights don t tell me to wait captures a critical moment in american history and demonstrates the
power of activism to change the course of a presidency and a nation

Shadow State
2016-06-09

2023 24 nta ugc net jrf home science solved papers

Astronomical Observations Made at the Royal Observatory at Greenwich ...
1874

advanced engineering mathematics is written for the students of all engineering disciplines topics such as partial differentiation
differential equations complex numbers statistics probability fuzzy sets and linear programming which are an important part of all major
universities have been well explained filled with examples and in text exercises the book successfully helps the student to practice and
retain the understanding of otherwise difficult concepts

Nursing Practice
2014-08-07

the purpose of this book is to initiate a new discussion on liberty focusing on the infinite realms of space the discussion of the nature
of liberty and what it means for a human to be free has occupied the minds of thinkers since the enlightenment however without exception
every one of these discussions has focused on the character of liberty on the earth the emergence of human space exploration programs in
the last 40 50 years raise a fundamental and new question what will be the future of liberty in space this book takes the discussion of
liberty into the extraterrestrial environment in this book new questions will be addressed such as can a person be free when the oxygen the
individual breathes is the result of a manufacturing process controlled by someone else will the interdependence required to survive in the
extremities of the extraterrestrial environment destroy individualism what are the obligations of the individual to the extraterrestrial
state how can we talk of extraterrestrial liberty when everyone is dependent on survival systems

Don't Tell Me to Wait
2015-10-06

language use in the classroom allows those involved in college level education across disciplines to make better use of research from the
field of linguistics it is clear that a proper understanding of how to use academic english is crucial for success in college and this book
will aid all educators in helping their students learn and achieve
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गृह िवज्ञान (2023-24 NTA/UGC-NET/JRF)
2014-09-24

this edited volume addresses various aspects of social and political development in turkey and the latter s role within a global context
paradigmatically and theoretically it is situated in the realm of communication and for social change the chapters thread together to
present a fresh and innovative study that explores an array of issues related to the gezi protests and their aftermath by scholars and
activists from scandinavia turkey and india through its thorough analysis of the government s repressive policy and the communication
strategies of resistance during the protests as well as in the dramatic on going aftermath the volume has wide international and
interdisciplinary appeal suitable for those with an interest in globalization communication and media politics and social change

Advanced Engineering Mathematics, 22e
2014-05-01

gerald k stone has collected books about canadian jewry since the early 1980s this volume is a descriptive catalog of his judaica
collection comprising nearly 6 000 paper or electronic documentary resources in english french yiddish and hebrew logically organized
indexed and selectively annotated the catalog is broad in scope covering jewish canadian history biography religion literature the
holocaust antisemitism israel and the middle east and more an introduction by richard menkis discusses the significance of the catalog and
collecting for the study of the jewish experience in canada an informative bibliographical resource this book will be of interest to
scholars and students of canadian and north american jewish studies

The Meaning of Liberty Beyond Earth
2017-09-18

nta ugc net jrf home science chapter wise solved papers with notes 460 425

Understanding Language Use in the Classroom
2021-01-05

outsourcing when will the horror stories stop coming every year the government gives private companies like g4s serco capita and atos 80
billion of taxpayers money to handle some of our most sensitive and important services but where is their transparency immigration is
perhaps the most challenging and divisive issue of our time so why has our government abdicated responsibility as privatisation looms over
an nhs in crisis how do we hold these companies to account now white speaks to campaigners whitehall insiders and the companies themselves
who really runs britain is a shocking compendium of what happens when outsourcing goes wrong and what we do now

In the Aftermath of Gezi
2017-07-06
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the world is in an era of great transformations globalization transnational capitalism september 11 the 2008 global financial crises and
the emergence of the second world in general and the brics in particular are characterized by a diffusion of power away from the
traditional north western powers and towards the global south such great transformations have reshaped the terrain and parameters of social
economic and political relations both at the national and the global levels and have exerted pressure on the exiting international order in
terms of both opportunities and constraints this new era also urges the need for re conceptualizing the changing world order especially
with regard to one of the core conceptual categories and analytical apparatus in the studies of ir and ipe hegemony the world will witness
a new era of interdependent hegemony in which both the existing first world and the emerging second world are intertwined in a constant
process of shaping and reshaping the international order in the nexus of national interest regional orientation common economic and
political agenda political alliance and potential conflicts this collection juxtaposes from different perspectives and approaches the
discussion on the political economy of the emerging world order with a focus on the rising powers

Catalog of the Gerald K. Stone Collection of Judaica
2016-03-16

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th ifip wg 5 11 international symposium on environmental software systems isess
2017 held in zadar croatia in may 2017 the 35 revised full papers presented together with 4 keynote lectures were carefully reviewed and
selected from 46 submissions the papers deal with environmental challenges and try to provide solutions using forward looking and leading
edge it technology they are organized in the following topical sections air and climate water and hydrosphere health and biosphere risk and
disaster management information systems and modelling visualization and decision support

NTA/UGC-NET/JRF Home Science
2018-04-24

communication technologies including the internet social media and countless online applications create the infrastructure and interface
through which many of our interactions take place today this form of networked communication creates new questions about how we establish
relationships engage in public build a sense of identity and delimit the private domain the ubiquitous adoption of new technologies has
also produced as a byproduct new ways of observing the world many of our interactions now leave a digital trail that if followed can help
us unravel the rhythms of social life and the complexity of the world we inhabit and thus help us reconstruct the logic of social order and
change the analysis of digital data requires partnerships across disciplinary boundaries that although on the rise are still uncommon
social scientists and computer scientists have never been closer in their goals of trying to understand communication dynamics but there
are not many venues where they can engage in an open exchange of methods and theoretical insights this handbook brings together scholars
across the social and technological sciences to lay the foundations of communication research in the networked age and to provide a canon
of how research should be conducted in the digital era the contributors highlight the main theories currently guiding their research in
digital communication and discuss state of the art methodological tools including automated text analysis the analysis of networks and the
use of natural experiments in virtual environments following a general introduction the handbook covers network and information flow
communication and organizational dynamics interactions and social capital mobility and space political communication and behavior and the
ethics of digital research
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Who Really Runs Britain?
2020-02

the aim of this collection of essays the first academic book on the topic in english is to offer a preliminary analysis of gezi protests
and address the following questions how can we account for the protests and who were the protesters

The BRICS and Beyond
2014-05-28

while policymakers in the world reiterate the importance of protecting voice diversity traditional media conglomerates and new social media
giants make their task increasingly challenging this book assesses the current state of policy making on media plurality and explores novel
policy ideas for funding regulatory and structural interventions

Environmental Software Systems. Computer Science for Environmental Protection
2017

this book is a printed edition of the special issue forest soil respiration under climate changing that was published in forests

The Oxford Handbook of Networked Communication
2015-05-21

this book is about the emergence of ombatse an eggon ethnic militia in central nigeria ombatse has become an invention by some eggon people
in response to their bleak suffering or marginalised situation in an attempt to effect their liberation it was initially formed as a
political movement but after the outbreak of communal conflict in 2012 it was transformed into an ethnic militia ombatse has now become a
non state collective actor that organises violence and the group have been able to overcome the many challenges they have faced especially
raising funds recruiting members and ensuring that members remain committed

The Making of a Protest Movement in Turkey
2018-10-09

royalty payments are once again becoming a hot button issue for authors and artists as well as other holders of copyright or related rights
because they fail to receive adequate compensation for the use of their work on the internet this volume from the 2015 alai congress
contributes to the international discussion of this issue by examining the causes of the problem and possible solutions including a set of
business models to compensate for internet usage the volume contains mainly english as well as french and spanish contributions
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Special Warfare
2014-07-14

Media Power and Plurality
2016-12-19

Forest Soil Respiration under Climate Changing

Ombatse: An Invention of Tradition and Understanding Communal Conflicts in Nasarawa State,
Nigeria

Remuneration for the Use of Works
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